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The real Love of Heaven...
Part 1
Skipping forward some, I am intrigued by the king of the jungle, the mighty lion, roar! He does indeed
keep many females in his pride. It is the way of the jungle to do so. yet, not every culture embraces
this on earth yet. Some do and it works for them, we are told. Others go into jealous fits. Zanda, you
told me once the Angels play as the lions do, they come together so naturally, no need for marriage,
wedding bands or rings that bind and torment, no contracts, no grasping or ownership. Love between
them is as free as with the mating of lions. It is as free as the cultures we arrogantly and snobbishly
think of as primitive, yet do they not hold more of the greater truth? If it is true all are equal and all
loved, then why not love all who vibrate at our same frequency and stop pretending we are here to
please just one mate. Stop the insanity of marriage and be as a small child. Choose and choose
again, be free to find happiness and joy, pleasures and delight, do no harm, bring laughter and love
alive again. The cool thing is your are free to choose. I may just chose differently and this is well cool
you see.
I too have died and come back to earth again and understand what it is like to endure the heaviness
we exist in. More than most, I suppose what happens is you appreciate every moment and live it to
the fullest extent, knowing this may be the last breath or experience you cherish upon the earth. I
choose not to miss a single one. To breath in each experience and take many chances. To brave
things I'd nevr have considered before I died. I live life now moment to moment where before, I
simply was alive. Life slows and is serene and still when you can see things with new eyes. Where I
was capable of love, now I am the embodiment of love. Argue if you wish...I know it is true. I brought
it back within my heart to share with each of you. I do not fear death, impermenance, the end.
Looking toward new beginnings while cherishing the sunset, as well as, each sunrise.
A time to sleep, a time to love, a time for all things...
Goodnight,
suzyq
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